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Hi, I searched this forum but could not find a repeated thread regarding my problem. I can import a created template (no
errors) and . that's it, nothing works. I want this template to import into my application, but nothing happens I tried, for

example, to import my template in app.layout.template. But nothing happens. I tried creating and exporting and it works, but I
don't know why I've tried checking the export box for the template, but it doesn't work. Also tried importing templates from a
file, but still, nothing happens I have no idea what to do. Please help ... I created a .bat file on my machine using the "netsh"
command. I put it in /etc/init.d and configured my computer to run it when I log in. Now when I try to run it, it says I tried it

with no result: sfc /scannow. I tried it with "cmd" but the result is the same. I tried it with PowerShell and it says the following:
Fail to initialize the Windows System File Checker. Check the log file \\logs\\failure.log for more details. Check the log file

\\logs\\stacktrace.log for more details. Logging in as Administrator. The system was not found on the local machine. Installing
the Windows System File Checker. The installation files should be found on the physical drive. The physical drive does not

have enough space for the installation. The machine did not detect any additional hard disk slots. The hard disk is missing and
not listed in the MBR. The MBR boot device is missing. The disk is full. The disk is not partitioned. The hard disk is not

partitioned. The disk is in bad sector. The disk has been reset to its default configuration. This is sometimes possible when the
disk is corrupted. A disk recovery program can help to recover the disk". As I understand it happened while the computer was
under repair and everything it copied was deleted. Is there any way to recover it? Or do I need to buy a new hard drive? Yes,

you can. How, I will tell you in this article. Reasons for recovery To begin with, you need to understand that the cause of these
messages is a failed area. A failed disk area can occur due to the following reasons: Mechanical damage to the hard drive. A

common cause of errors is bumps or drops. For example, if you drop your hard drive or if it is damaged by other machinery. If
there are scratches on the surface of the drive, this can also cause errors. Failed block. This is a block from which data has

come out that can no longer be formatted. It is usually formed as a result of failures, or by improper actions of the user. At our
service, we can make repairs to repair the failed unit.
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